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ABSTRACT

The thermal bipolar ocean seesaw hypothesis was advanced by Stocker and Johnsen (2003) as the ‘simplest possible thermodynamic model’ to explain the time relationship between Dansgaard--Oeschger (DO) and Antarctic Isotope Maxima (AIM) events. In this review we combine palaeoclimate observations, theory and general circulation model experiments to advance from the conceptual model toward a process understanding of interhemispheric coupling and the forcing of AIM events. We present four main results: (1) Changes in Atlantic heat transport invoked by the thermal seesaw are partially compensated by opposing changes in heat transport by the global atmosphere and Pacific Ocean. This compensation is an integral part of interhemispheric coupling, with a major influence on the global pattern of climate anomalies. (2) We support the role of a heat reservoir in interhemispheric coupling but argue that its location is the global interior ocean to the north of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), not the commonly assumed Southern Ocean. (3) Energy budget analysis indicates that the process driving Antarctic warming during AIM events is an increase in poleward atmospheric heat and moisture transport following sea ice retreat and surface warming over the Southern Ocean. (4) The Antarctic sea ice retreat is itself driven by eddy-heat fluxes across the ACC, amplified by sea-ice--albedo feedbacks. The lag of Antarctic warming after AMOC collapse reflects the time required for heat to accumulate in the ocean interior north of the ACC (predominantly the upper 1500 m), before it can be mixed across this dynamic barrier by eddies.

1. Introduction

The thermal bipolar ocean seesaw hypothesis is the prevailing explanation for the coupling of Dansgaard–Oeschger (DO) and Antarctic Isotope Maxima (AIM) events. Stocker and Johnsen (2003) provide the thermodynamic basis for the hypothesis with their suggestion that the temperature anomalies in Greenland and Antarctica during these events could most simply be explained by changes in the rate of cross-equatorial ocean heat transport in the Atlantic, that are modulated at southern high latitudes by a large heat reservoir (commonly assumed to be the Southern Ocean). While the simplicity of the thermal seesaw hypothesis is attractive, the absence of details on the actual physical processes that connect north and south limits its application to the coupled climate system (Wunsch, 2006; Seager and Battisti, 2007; Clement and Peterson, 2008). Indeed, Stocker & Johnsen (2003) did not intend that their conceptual model captured all the relevant physics. The purpose of this review is to explore several key limitations of the thermal seesaw: the means of signal transmission in the Atlantic, the location and means of operation of the heat reservoir, signal propagation across the Antarctic Circumpolar Current and the forcing of Antarctic temperature itself.

The paper is structured as follows: The remainder of Section 1 outlines the development of the thermal seesaw hypothesis and several of its limitations; Section 2 introduces two transient global climate model (GCM) experiments that we use, along with palaeoclimate data, to explore these limitations; Section 3 presents our results on ocean, atmospheric and radiative processes responsible for...
for transmission of temperature anomalies between the northern and southern high latitudes; Section 4 describes an energy budget analysis of the specific processes driving Antarctic warming and cooling; Section 5 compares our results to several major predictions and assumption of the thermal seesaw; we conclude in Section 6 with some suggestions on future lines of research that would aid further understanding of the mechanisms involved in interhemispheric coupling and the forcing of AIM events in particular.

1.1. Origin of the thermal seesaw hypothesis

Greenland ice-core records spanning the last glacial period and deglaciation feature abrupt Dansgaard–Oeschger temperature variations of 10–16°C, between cold (Greenland stadial) and warmer (Greenland interstadial) climate states, see Fig. 1a (Severinghaus et al. 1998; Huber et al. 2006; Kindler et al. 2014). Antarctic ice cores feature smaller and more gradual temperature variation of 1–3°C amplitude, termed Antarctic Isotope Maxima, see Fig. 1b (EPICA Community Members, 2006; Stenni et al. 2011; Parrenin et al. 2013; WAIS Divide Project Members, 2015). The thermal seesaw concept emerged by heuristically connecting the timing and shape of the DO and AIM events with theory on ocean heat transport and observations of palaeocean circulation (Mix et al. 1986; Crowley, 1992; Stocker and Johnsen, 2003). We briefly review each of these building blocks of the thermal seesaw.

Analysis of the relative timing of the DO and AIM events was made possible by gas-based ice-core synchronisations (Bender et al., 1994), in particular the fast global variations in atmospheric methane that accompany DO transitions (Blunier et al., 1998; Blunier and Brook, 2001). The North Greenland Ice Core Project (NGRIP) and multi-core Antarctic temperature reconstruction shown in Fig. 1 are aligned using this technique. The ice-core data suggest a systematic relationship: Antarctica gradually warms during Greenland stadials (Fig. 1 shading), and gradually cools during Greenland interstadials (Blunier et al., 1998; Blunier and Brook, 2001; EPICA Community Members, 2006; Pedro et al., 2011; WAIS Divide Project Members, 2015). Some internal differences between Antarctic ice-core sites in the structure of AIM events have also been identified (and see Landais et al. 2015; Morgan et al. 2002, and our Section 5).

The principle behind the second building block of the thermal seesaw—net northward heat transport in the Atlantic Ocean—was proposed close to 150 years ago by James Croll.

“The [Atlantic] currents, which cross the equator are far higher in temperature than their compensating undercurrents; consequently there is constant transference of heat from the southern hemisphere to the northern [Croll, 1870].”

Modern observations and reanalysis data confirm that the Atlantic transports heat northward at all latitudes (Ganachaud and Wunsch, 2000; Trenberth and Caron, 2001; Trenberth and Fasullo, 2017). Today, we associate this northward heat transport (around 1±0.5 PW at the equator) with the warm surface flow and cold deep return flow of the Antarctic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC): warm waters flow northward in the Atlantic surface layers, cool and sink in the polar North Atlantic and then return south, mixing with intermediate depth waters, before returning to the surface either by wind-driven isopycnal upwelling in the Southern Ocean (Toggweiler and Samuels, 1995; Munk and Wunsch, 1998; Marshall and Speer, 2012) or by diapycnal diffusion in the Indo-Pacific basins (Taile, 2013).

The potential for instability of the ocean overturning circulation, with major consequences for the climate system, was first pointed out by Stommel (1961), whose simple density-driven model of overturning circulation suggested that small changes in salt or heat inputs could tip the circulation into an alternative stable regime. Crowley (1992) argued that a collapse of the AMOC would warm

![Fig. 1. Temperature reconstructions from Greenland and Antarctic ice cores spanning Marine Isotope Stage 3. a) North Greenland Ice Core Project (NGRIP) temperature reconstruction based on δ¹⁸O and δ¹⁵N records (North Greenland Ice Core Project members, 2004; Kindler et al., 2014); b) Antarctic Temperature Stack (ATS) based on stacked δ¹⁵O and δ¹⁸O records from six Antarctic ice cores: EPICA Dome C, EPICA Dronning Maud Land (EDML), Vostok, Talos Dome, and Dome Fuji as published in (Parrenin et al., 2013), to which we have added data from the WAIS Divide Core (Cuffey et al., 2016). Note how the warming phases of Antarctic Isotope Maxima (AIM) coincide with Greenland stadials (GS; grey shading) and the cooling phase of AIM coincide with Greenland interstadials (GI). The AIM labelling follows EPICA Community Members (2006) and the GI and GS labeling follows Rasmussen et al. (2014). The time axis is given in thousand of years before 1950 AD, on the Antarctic Ice Core Chronology 2012 (AICC 2012) timescale of Veres et al. (2013). Antarctic temperatures are expressed as an anomaly with respect to the past millennium. Note the much larger temperature variations in Greenland compared to Antarctica and the different ranges of their respective temperature axes.](https://example.com/fig1.png)
the South Atlantic at the same time as cooling the North Atlantic due to a change in heat advection: i.e. heat which the surface flow would otherwise have exported north would be left to accumulate in the south (and vice versa for a strengthening of the AMOC). This opposing North and South Atlantic surface temperature response to AMOC perturbation was demonstrated in a zonally-averaged ocean–atmosphere model with simplified geometry by Stocker et al. (1992) and is seen in models ranging from intermediate complexity to fully coupled GCMs (e.g. Ganopolski and Rahmstorf, 2001; Schmittner et al., 2003; Peltier and Vettoretti, 2014), with some notable exceptions in which the South Atlantic temperature response is more muted (e.g. Kageyama et al., 2013).

Turning to the palaeoceanographic evidence, rapid shifts in North Atlantic planktic foraminifera assemblages during the abrupt deglacial climate changes in Greenland were found in a high resolution marine sediment core by Ruddiman and McIntyre (1981), and linked by these authors and others to variations in North Atlantic Deep Water production (Broecker et al., 1985; Broecker and Denton, 1985). Subsequent evidence that large-scale changes in Atlantic circulation accompany the DO events has come from a wide range of circulation proxies including seawater Nd isotope ratios (e.g. Piotrowski et al. 2005), benthic foraminiferal δ13C (e.g. Curry and Oppo, 1997; Shackleton et al. 2000), Cd/Ca ratios (e.g. Adkins et al., 1998), tracers for carbonate chemistry and sedimentary dissolution (B/Ca ratios) (e.g. Barker et al., 2010; Gottschalk et al., 2015), Pa/Th isotope ratios (Henry et al. 2016), variations in sediment magnetic activity and variations in sediment grain size (e.g. Kissel et al. 2008). The weight of evidence from these records suggests that reductions in AMOC strength and increases in North Atlantic Deep Water production (NADW) coincide with Greenland stadial conditions and AIM warming stages, while increases in AMOC strength and NADW production coincide with Greenland interstadial and AIM cooling stages (see the review by Lynch-Stieglitz, 2017). However, uncertainties in cross-dating ice and marine cores currently prevent a clear answer on whether abrupt changes in the AMOC slightly lag or sightly lead the DO abrupt transitions in Greenland.

Crowley’s Atlantic seesaw predicts opposite temperature variations between the North Atlantic and South Atlantic during DO events, which is supported by marine core data (Sachs and Lehman, 1999; Barker et al., 2009), Stocker and Johnsen (2003) build on Crowley’s Atlantic seesaw by adding a heat reservoir in the south, commonly assumed to be the Southern Ocean, that gradually accumulates heat when the South Atlantic is warm and gradually loses heat when the South Atlantic is cold. By convolving the South Atlantic temperature anomalies with a slow timescale of heat uptake by the reservoir, their thermal seesaw offers an explanation for the damped and gradual character of the AIM temperature variations in Antarctica. The implicit and testable assumption is that Antarctic temperatures during AIM events monitor the rise and fall of Southern Ocean heat content. The paper also includes an important caveat about the location of the thermal reservoir:

“the heat reservoir could be the glacial Southern Ocean, but the model is obviously too simple to prove this statement. Other processes and climate system components such as e.g., terrestrial ice sheets, could be responsible for the thermal damping of northern temperature variations” (Stocker and Johnsen, 2003 pp4*).

To our knowledge there has not been any rigorous testing of the location of the heat reservoir or of its means of heat exchange with the South Atlantic. Conducting such tests in the framework of a coupled GCM is one of the objectives of our study.

We would like to emphasise that there is not yet a consensus on the cause of past AMOC variations, possibilities include freshwater release from northern hemisphere ice sheets (e.g. Bond and Lotti, 1995; Ganopolski and Rahmstorf, 2001; Vellinga and Wood, 2002), an internal salt oscillator in the North Atlantic (Broecker et al. 1990; Peltier and Vettoretti, 2014), stochastic atmospheric forcing originating in the tropics (Kleppin et al. 2015; Steffensen et al. 2008; Thomas et al. 2009), the effect of changes in the height of the Laurentide ice sheet on the path of the polar jetstream (Zhang et al. 2014) and variations in atmospheric CO2 (Banderas et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2017). It’s also been suggested that AMOC variability may be a result of DO events rather than their cause, e.g. via abrupt changes in sea ice conditions and stratification in the Nordic and/or Labrador Seas (Dokken et al., 2013; Kleppin et al., 2015). Note that the thermal seesaw hypothesis itself makes no claim about the trigger of AMOC variability; rather it is a theory on the climate response. Hence, for the purpose of this paper we assume that the global expression of DO events is independent of the DO trigger and that DO events are associated with AMOC changes.

The term “bipolar seesaw” has also been used to describe competition between the relative strength of the North Atlantic deep water (NADW) and Antarctic bottom water (AABW) cells of the global deep-water mechanism can be found elsewhere (e.g. Stouffer et al., 2001; Swingedouw et al., 2009; Menviel et al., 2015; Buizert and Schmittner, 2015).

Before concluding this brief introduction to the origins of the thermal seesaw concept, we return to the ice-core data itself. The precise time relationship between the DO and AIM events has been a subject of ongoing debate in the literature (e.g. Blunier et al., 1998; Steig and Alley, 2002; Schmittner et al., 2003; Huybers, 2004). A comprehensive study of this time relationship was recently conducted on the WAIS Divide Core (WDC). WAIS Divide Project Members (2015) stack all NGRIP DO and WDC AIM events (after aligning them using coincident methane variations in the two cores) and show that on average the start of AIM warming events in the WDC core lags the Greenland stadial cooling transition by 208±96 years (2σ uncertainty); similarly the termination of AIM warming events coincides with WDC CH4 changes.

**Fig. 2.** Time relationships between Greenland and Antarctic ice-core data during Marine Isotope Stage 3. a) Stacked data from DO 3–18 of NGRIP δ18O (black), WDC methane (blue) and WDC δ18O (orange curve with fit), aligned at the mid point of the NGRIP interstadial transitions; on average Antarctica begins cooling 218±92 years after each Greenland interstadial warming transition. b) As for a) but for NGRIP stadial transitions; on average Antarctica begins warming 208±96 years after each Greenland stadial cooling transition. The errors denote 95% confidence levels accounting for dating and procedural uncertainties. WDC data is from WAIS Divide Project Members (2015), NGRIP data from North Greenland Ice Core Project members (2004). Figure adapted from WAIS Divide Project Members (2015).
warming trends lags Greenland interstadial warming transitions by on average 218±92 years see (Fig. 2a and b). From this centennial lag, the authors conclude that an oceanic teleconnection couples the high-latitude climates of both hemispheres during the DO events. Based on previous marine sediment core observations (Barker et al. 2009) and theory on signal propagation in the Atlantic (Kawase, 1987), they suggest that the DO signal is rapidly transmitted from the North Atlantic to the South Atlantic, before taking one to two centuries to cross the Antarctic Circumpolar Current into the high-latitude Southern Ocean. This explanation implies that sea surface temperature (SST) to the south of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current is the dominant driver of Antarctic temperature during AIM events, however the mechanisms connecting SST and Antarctic temperature were not specified.

1.2. Challenges and limitations to the thermal seesaw concept

In this section we discuss several aspects of interhemispheric coupling where assumptions implicit in the thermal seesaw have been challenged, and/or where the processes operating in the coupled climate system are beyond the scope of the original conceptual model.

The first challenge concerns the dominance of the atmosphere over the ocean in total poleward heat transport. At mid to high latitudes, poleward atmospheric heat transport exceeds poleward ocean heat transport by an order of magnitude; for example at 40 S over 90% of poleward heat flow is carried by the atmosphere (Trenberth and Caron, 2001). Wunsch (2006) and Seager and Battisti (2007) question the thermal seesaw assumption that the Atlantic Ocean, with its comparatively small portion of heat transport to high latitudes, is likely to be the main player in millennial-scale climate variability. On the other hand it is difficult to argue that DO and AIM coupling could be exclusively an atmospheric phenomenon: the intrinsic dynamical processes and teleconnections in the atmosphere typically occur on much shorter timescales, whereas the ocean has the thermal mass to store heat over centuries to millennia.

Wunsch (2006) argues further that changes in cross-equatorial Atlantic Ocean heat transport invoked by the thermal seesaw could be compensated, or even overwhelmed, by the much larger ocean heat transport by an order of magnitude; for example at 40 S over 90% of poleward heat flow is carried by the atmosphere (Trenberth and Caron, 2001). Wunsch (2006) and Seager and Battisti (2007) question the thermal seesaw assumption that the Atlantic Ocean, with its comparatively small portion of heat transport to high latitudes, is likely to be the main player in millennial-scale climate variability. On the other hand it is difficult to argue that DO and AIM coupling could be exclusively an atmospheric phenomenon: the intrinsic dynamical processes and teleconnections in the atmosphere typically occur on much shorter timescales, whereas the ocean has the thermal mass to store heat over centuries to millennia.

A second challenge to the thermal seesaw concerns signal propagation in the Atlantic Ocean. The South Atlantic temperature anomaly is commonly assumed to result from changed heat advection: i.e. the AMOC collapses and the heat that is no-longer delivered to the North Atlantic accumulates in the South Atlantic (Crowley, 1992; Seidov and Maslin, 2001). While this is a reasonable conjecture, it implies that the ocean functions like a set of communicating vessels. In a three dimensional coupled system like Earth, however, other responses are possible. More specifically, since much of the return flow of the AMOC passes through the tropical Ekman layer (Jochum and Malanotte-Rizzoli, 2001) a reduced AMOC may heat the equatorial surface waters and release heat to the atmosphere rather than store it in the South Atlantic (see e.g. Liu et al. 1994; Liu and Philander, 1995). A multi-model comparison of AMOC perturbation experiments by Kageyama et al. (2013) found that South Atlantic warming is a common but not ubiquitous response to AMOC collapse, suggesting that there is more to South Atlantic warming than changed advection.

Stocker and Johnsen (2003) do not specify the means of signal propagation in the Atlantic, but note that a fast connection between the North and South Atlantic may be afforded by the vertical displacement of isopycnals associated with wave propagation. Previous modelling studies suggest that density anomalies in the North Atlantic associated with changing deep water formation are propagated on a timescale of months to decades throughout the global ocean by Kelvin and Rossby waves (Kawase, 1987; Huang et al. 2000; Johnson and Marshall, 2002). The waves can generate large temperature anomalies by displacing the thermocline. Kelvin waves travel only along coastal boundaries and the equator. Rossby waves radiate westward from coastal boundaries, propagating the Kelvin wave-driven isopycnal depth adjustments into the ocean interior. Both planetary wave types can also be excited by changes in wind stress.

Schmittner et al. (2003) argue that wave propagation explains the decadal-scale appearance of opposing North and South Atlantic temperature anomalies in AMOC perturbation experiments with the intermediate complexity (UVIC) model. However, their fixed winds and energy-moisture balance atmosphere precludes the operation of atmosphere–ocean interactions, which may also be important in setting South Atlantic thermocline depth and heat storage. Given the strong evidence that migration of the Atlantic ITZC (and thus of the equatorial trade winds) accompanies DO transitions (Tierney et al. 2008; Mosleh et al. 2012; Cheng et al. 2013), we examine whether wind forcing may also play a role in setting South Atlantic temperature anomalies during DO events (see Section 3.4).

A third challenge concerns the propagation of temperature anomalies between the South Atlantic and Southern Ocean. The thermal seesaw predicts that the strongest South Atlantic temperature anomalies occur within the top 1000 m, the depth range of the AMOC return flow (Stocker and Johnsen, 2003). Signal propagation into the Southern Ocean at these depths is physically inhibited by the dynamic barrier formed by the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). The ACC can not be crossed at these depths by advection or wave propagation because of the absence of a meridional boundaries (e.g. Cox, 1989; Schmittner et al. 2003). Adveotive transport across the latitudes of the ACC is only possible along the topographic ridges which occur below ca. 1500 m depth (Toggweiler and Samuels, 1995). Hence, in the upper 1500 m anomaly propagation across the steeply outcropping isopycnals of the ACC must rely on eddy fluxes which are less efficient than wave propagation and advection in signal transmission (McDougall and Church, 1986), thus questioning from a theoretical standpoint whether the Southern Ocean is likely to act as a thermal reservoir for the Atlantic. This point is also illustrated empirically by a sharp reduction in natural radiocarbon concentrations poleward of the ACC, explained by the upwelling of old deep waters and very little poleward mixing of young surface to intermediate-depth waters across the current (e.g. see Fig. 6 of Kuhlbrodt et al. 2007). The relative isolation of the Southern Ocean is also demonstrated by its low rate of warming in response to anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions, caused by upwelling of old unmodified waters and equatorward flow of surface waters (Armour et al., 2016).
The final aspect of interhemispheric coupling that we address here concerns the propagation of temperature anomalies to the Antarctic continent itself. In Stocker and Johnsen (2003) Antarctic temperatures simply follow the temperature of the proposed heat reservoir. The physics behind the actual coupling is beyond the scope of their thermodynamic model. Multiple coupled processes may be involved, including ocean and/or atmosphere forcing of sea-ice anomalies, sea-ice albedo feedbacks, anomalous atmospheric moisture and heat transport, heat release from Southern Ocean convection and anomalies in the top-of-atmosphere energy flux (see e.g. Otto-Bliesner and Brady, 2010; Timmermann et al. 2010; Menνiel et al., 2015; Galbraith et al. 2016; Pedro et al. 2016a; b; Cabrέ et al. 2017). Literature on the factors controlling Antarctic temperature in the modern climate points to the importance of atmospheric circulation anomalies: two examples include the Southern Annular Mode’s influence on Antarctic temperature via its effect on poleward atmospheric heat transport and Antarctic inversion layer strength (Gupta and England, 2007; Previdi et al., 2013); and the role of tropical Pacific SSTs in exciting atmospheric Rossby waves that affect atmospheric circulation over the Amundsen sea and associated atmospheric heat transport toward West Antarctica (Ding et al. 2011). AMOC perturbation experiments in intermediate complexity models have also pointed to the influence of atmospheric teleconnections, including from the tropical Atlantic (Buiron et al., 2012; Vettoretti and Peltier, 2015) and tropical Pacific (Timmermann et al. 2010), on regional variability in Antarctic temperatures. However there has not been any decomposition of the energy budgets in such experiments, as would be required to identify the relative roles of ocean, atmosphere and radiative processes.

2. Methods: transient GCM simulations

We use transient simulations conducted with the Community Climate System Model version 3 (CCSM3) to evaluate the thermal seesaw hypothesis. CCSM3 is a coupled atmosphere–ocean–sea-ice model with dynamic vegetation, 26 vertical atmospheric levels with T31 horizontal resolution and nominal 25 ocean levels with 3 degrees of horizontal resolution (Collins et al. 2006). The ocean model uses the Gent and McWilliams (1990) parameterisation of mesoscale eddy activity. The simulations were conducted as sensitivity runs during the simulation of Transient Climate Evolution (TraCE) experiment (Liu et al. 2009; He, 2011; He et al. 2013). We refer to the simulations as the ‘AMOC collapse’ experiment, in which Greenland abruptly cools and Antarctica gradually warms, and the ‘AMOC resumption’ experiment, in which Greenland abruptly warms and Antarctica gradually cools. Note that in He (2011) these experiments are called DGL-19ka and DGL-Overshoot-C, respectively. In both experiments, freshwater perturbations are applied to the North Atlantic (80 W–20 E, 50 N–70 N) to alter the AMOC strength. Salt compensation was not applied in these simulations and there was no opening of any ocean straits or marginal seas in the model within the intervals studied.

As noted earlier, the bipolar seesaw hypothesis concerns the climate response to AMOC variations and not the cause of the AMOC variation itself (Stocker and Johnsen, 2003). In this context, and since our analysis is focused on the southern high latitudes where no freshwater is applied, we assume that our evaluation of the seesaw mechanism is relevant to the general case of AMOC variations, not just those forced by freshwater.

2.1. AMOC collapse experiment

The AMOC collapse experiment (Fig. 3, left panel) is used to examine the response of the southern high latitudes to a reduction in AMOC strength (where AMOC strength is defined here as the maximum meridional stream-function in the North Atlantic below 500 m). Throughout the experiment, ice sheet topography, greenhouse gases and orbital forcing are held constant at their 19 ka BP values. The AMOC is reduced by applying a constant 0.38 Sv freshwater flux to the North Atlantic for 300 years. Note that this freshwater forcing is larger than that applied in the simulation of Heinrich Event 1 in the TraCE-21k experiment (He, 2011, 0.17 Sv). On application of the freshwater, the AMOC is reduced (‘collapses’) by 10 Sv (from 13 to 3 Sv) within 150 years (Fig. 3a). When the freshwater flux is stopped, the AMOC begins to slowly recover, reaching 7 Sv by the end of the experiment. We consider 1000 years of model output, during which the first 500 years is from the TraCE simulation between 19.5 and 19.0 ka BP and the second 500 years is the experiment, in which the freshwater is immediately applied.

2.2. AMOC resumption experiment

The AMOC resumption experiment (Fig. 3, right panel) is used to examine the response of the southern high latitudes to an increase in AMOC strength. For this experiment, ice, greenhouse and orbital forcings are held constant at 14.90 ka BP values. During the first 500 years a constant 0.15 Sv freshwater flux is applied to the North Atlantic. The freshwater flux is then switched off and the AMOC increases from 3.5 Sv to 13 Sv within 150 years.

Idielly the collapse and resumption experiments would be conducted under the same boundary conditions, but since we make use of existing simulations this was not possible. Despite the
different boundary conditions we find that the pattern of anomalies and anomaly propogation are largely symmetric for the two experiments (i.e. of opposite sign).

2.3. Model evaluation

The kinematic proxy for AMOC circulation strength, \(^{231} \text{Pa} /^{230} \text{Th} \), indicates near-complete AMOC collapse during Heinrich stadials, weakening during non-Heinrich stadials and reinvigoration to near-modern levels during interstadials (Henry et al., 2016). In the absence of more quantitative information on the amplitude of past AMOC variations, the ca. 10 Sv increase and decrease in AMOC strength in our experiments are reasonable scenarios for examining the thermal seesaw hypothesis. The strength of the Antarctic bottom water cell (i.e. the deep counter-clockwise circulating cell of the global ocean) is unchanged during our experiments at 20 Sv globally and 6 Sv for the component entering the Atlantic across 32 S. Since the thermal seesaw mechanism concerns the climate response to variations in the AMOC, the stability of the AABW cell is advantageous; i.e. it means that our analysis is not confounded by climate responses to changes in Antarctic bottom water formation.

In the AMOC collapse experiment, the modelled mean annual NGRIP air temperature drops by 5 °C in phase with the AMOC reduction (Fig. 3b). Most of this cooling is complete within the first 50 years. The amplitude and rate of change of the modelled NGRIP cooling is at the lower end of the range of the decadal-to-century-scale 5–10 °C coolings interpreted from NGRIP ice-core water stable isotope and nitrogen isotope data at Greenland stadial onsets (e.g. Kindler et al., 2014). The simulated cooling is strongest in winter (see Buizert et al., 2018, for detailed analysis of the seasonality of abrupt Greenland temperature change). The model mean precipitation in the northern tropics (0–10°) also abruptly drops in phase with AMOC collapse, signifying a southward migration of the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). Abrupt southward shifts of the ITCZ at the onset of Greenland stadials are well-supported by tropical precipitation proxies from the Asian (e.g. Wang et al. 2001), African (e.g. Tierney et al., 2008) and central American (e.g. Peterson et al. 2000; Mosblech et al. 2012) monsoon regions. The southward shift of the ITCZ in response to cooling at northern high latitudes is also familiar from previous coupled model experiments (Vellinga and Wood, 2002; Chiang and Bitz, 2005; Zhang and Delworth, 2005; Kageyama et al., 2013) and explained dynamically by the progression of a cold SST front towards the ITCZ latitudes by atmospheric wind—evaporation—sea-surface-temperature feedbacks (see Chiang et al. 2008).

In Antarctica, we see an initial ca. 100 yr period of little-to-no temperature change, before gradual warming at a rate of around 0.3 °C per century. The rate of warming is within the typical 0.1–0.3 °C per century inferred from ice-core water stable isotope trends during AIM warming stages (Fig. 1b, and see EPICA Community Members, 2006). Uncertainties in water stable isotope temperature reconstructions are discussed in detail in Jouzel et al. (1997).

In the AMOC resumption experiment, the NGRIP air temperature increases by around 10 °C following the AMOC increase, which is also in the range of the 5–16 °C temperature changes seen during Greenland interstadial transitions (see Fig. 1a and Buizert et al. 2014). The rate of NGRIP temperature change in the model appears slower than in the data, where the transitions [at least in water stable isotope composition] take place on a timescale of several decades to a century (Steffensen et al., 2008). The model mean precipitation increases in the 0–10 N latitude band, signifying that the ITCZ shifts to the north. As above, this pattern is robustly supported by proxy data and familiar from previous coupled model experiments. In Antarctica, a gradual cooling trend of around 0.1 °C per century accompanies the AMOC increase, also within the range of observations (Fig. 1b).

Overall, the simulated time series show amplitudes and rates of change that are consistent with palaeoclimate data. Most importantly, the trends in Antarctica—in the opposite hemisphere to where the freshwater was applied to trigger the AMOC variation—show rates of warming and cooling in agreement with the observed AIM events. A detailed comparison of the modelled Southern Hemisphere climate trends during the AMOC resumption experiment against marine, ice-core and terrestrial palaeoclimate proxies can be found in Pedro et al. (2016b), throughout the analysis we focus primarily on the AMOC collapse experiment. The patterns of response in the AMOC resumption experiment are opposite and will be only briefly described.

3. Results

3.1. Compensating meridional ocean and atmosphere heat transports

To examine the Wunsch (2006) critique of the thermal seesaw model (Section 1.2) we consider how the meridional ocean and atmospheric heat fluxes adjust during the AMOC perturbations. The top panels of Fig. 4 show the climatological mean heat fluxes for the 100 years immediately prior to the AMOC perturbations (positive values signify northward heat transport, and negative values southward heat transport). The lower panels show the mean heat flux anomalies for the time slice 200–300 years after the start of the respective AMOC perturbations (hereafter we denote such time slices in the form \( t_{200-300} \)).

In the AMOC collapse experiment the cross-equatorial Eulerian heat flux in the Atlantic drops from 0.65 PW to close to zero. The reduced Atlantic heat flux is largely compensated by increased northward heat flux in the atmosphere (+0.5 PW at the equator), consistent with the principle of Bjerknes compensation (Bjerknes, 1964). Previous coupled GCM experiments investigating AMOC perturbations show similar atmospheric compensation for changes in northward ocean heat flux; the increase in cross equatorial heat transport results from strengthening and southward migration of the NH winter Hadley Cell (Zhang and Delworth, 2005; Broccoli et al., 2006; Cheng et al., 2007), which allow the cell to transport more heat from the warm hemisphere to the cool hemisphere (Frierson et al., 2013; Hartmann, 2016). The meridional heat transport in the Indian and Pacific oceans also adjusts in response to the AMOC perturbations. In the AMOC collapse case, the northward Eulerian heat flux in the combined Indian and Pacific Oceans increases by +0.3 PW at the equator. The situation is reversed in the AMOC resumption experiment; northward heat transport in the Atlantic increases with the AMOC strengthening, while northward heat transport in the atmosphere and in the Pacific both decrease. However, the sum of the ocean and atmosphere heat transport anomalies (dashed lines in Fig. 4b and d) shows that the compensation is not perfect: in the case of AMOC collapse, total heat transport between ~ 20°S and Antarctica increases, whilst total heat transport between ~ 20° N and the Arctic increases. These heat transport anomalies are central to explaining the global pattern of climate response to AMOC perturbation, as discussed in Section 5.

3.2. Spatial pattern of temperature anomalies

The mean annual global surface temperature anomalies at \( t_{200-300} \) are mapped in Fig. 5, the left panel shows the AMOC collapse experiment and the right panel shows the AMOC resumption experiment. Temperature anomalies in a meridional depth transect through the Atlantic Ocean for the same time slice are shown in the bottom panel. The temperature anomalies present...
several challenges to the thermal bipolar seesaw hypothesis. We touch on these briefly below and return to them in more detail in the following sections.

The first challenge concerns the location and timing of the Atlantic temperature anomalies. The thermal seesaw hypothesis predicts that an AMOC collapse causes North Atlantic cooling and South Atlantic warming (and vice-versa for AMOC resumption). In the GCM, the North Atlantic cooling is restricted to the near surface

Fig. 4. Modelled meridional ocean and atmospheric heat transport climatologies and anomalies for the AMOC collapse and AMOC resumption experiments (annual mean data); including the global atmosphere, the global ocean, the Atlantic Ocean and the combined Pacific and Indian Ocean. The top panels show the mean heat transports for the 100 years prior to the AMOC perturbations. The lower panels show the mean heat transport anomalies for the period 200–300 years after the onset of the respective AMOC perturbations. The dashed line in the anomaly plots is the sum of the total atmosphere and total ocean anomaly. Positive values signify northward heat transport.

Fig. 5. Surface temperature anomalies (top) and Atlantic depth transect temperature anomalies (bottom) for the time slice 200–300 years after the onset of the respective AMOC perturbations. Anomalies are calculated with respect to the 100 years immediately prior to the AMOC perturbation. For the Atlantic Ocean depth transect we take the zonal mean between 30°W and 15°E. The dashed lines mark the position of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) in the model (which we define by the surface maximum in zonal velocity). All shaded temperature anomalies are significant at the 95% confidence level (judged here and in subsequent figures using a two-sided Student’s t-test). The contour spacing is 0.5 °C for all plots, the zero contour is omitted.
layers and a deeper (1000 m) band between ca. 20 and 40° N. The latter cooling band follows the subduction path of the subtropical gyre, and is a typical result in experiments that change AMOC or gyre strength (Zhang and Liu, 1999; Jochum et al., 2008). Elsewhere in the North Atlantic the subsurface to intermediate depths warm (Fig. 5b). Overall the net heat content of the North Atlantic actually increases during the AMOC collapse (for the processes involved see Section 3.3). Similar subsurface North Atlantic temperature anomalies are seen in other recent GCM experiments, including those where the AMOC collapse results from freshwater discharge (Stockel et al., 2007; Galbraith et al., 2016) and from enforced internal oscillations (Peltier and Vetrovete, 2014).

In the South Atlantic, the AMOC collapse is associated with a warm anomaly that peaks at 4°C around the depth of the subtropical thermocline (ca. 100–300 m). Temperature reconstructions from the southeast South Atlantic support a subsurface warming in this range for periods of major AMOC weakening during MIS 3 (Barker et al., 2009; Barker and Diz, 2014; Henry et al., 2016). Note that the modelled South Atlantic warm anomaly is not advected from the North Atlantic, rather it develops in situ (see Fig. 7, middle panel and Section 3.4).

The next challenge concerns the dynamic barrier presented by the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) to signal propagation between the South Atlantic and Southern Ocean (Section 1.2). The Atlantic Ocean temperature—depth transects show a steep meridional temperature gradient at the latitude of the ACC (Fig. 5, lower panel). In Section 3.3 we demonstrate that the Southern Ocean heat content south of the ACC has very little sensitivity to the AMOC perturbations. However, the radiative surface temperature anomalies in the sea ice zone (Fig. 5, upper panel) are as strong as those in the South Atlantic. This strong surface and weak subsurface temperature response south of the ACC is explained by changing sea ice concentrations; i.e. a fractional decrease sea ice concentration means a fractional increase in (relatively warmer) ocean surface. The role of sea-ice feedbacks in the development of the climate signal and its propagation to the Antarctic continent is discussed in Section 3.5.

3.3. Ocean heat content

Fig. 6 shows how ocean heat content responds to the AMOC perturbations. In the AMOC collapse experiment, the heat content of the global ocean increases at a rate of $2-3 \times 10^{21}$ J/yr. This closely matches the rate of ocean heat content increase during Heinrich Stadial 1, of $2.6 \times 10^{21}$ J/yr, recently inferred from Antarctic ice core noble gas mixing ratios (Bereiter et al., 2018). For context, the rate of increase in ocean heat content in recent decades due to anthropogenic global warming is $1 \times 10^{22}$ J/yr (Levitus et al., 2012); i.e. three to five times faster than in our simulated AMOC collapse. Hence, although the simulated heat content change appears very large, it is much smaller than that resulting from the current anthropogenic greenhouse gas increase.

In the AMOC collapse experiment the North and South Atlantic account for essentially all of the global ocean heat content increase in the first 50 years. The increasing heat content of the North Atlantic reflects the dominance of the subsurface warming over the comparatively shallow layer of surface cooling (Fig. 5). The Southern Ocean heat content (where we define the Southern Ocean as the Ocean south of 40° S) behaves very differently on the northern and southern sides of the ACC: to the north of the ACC, the heat content begins increasing within around 50 years of the start of the AMOC perturbation; to the south of the ACC there is very little change in heat content throughout the entire experiment. The heat content of the Indian and Pacific Oceans begin to increase after around 100 years and after 300 years close to two thirds of the total increase in global ocean heat content is found in the combined Indian and Pacific basins. When weighted by basin volume, the response of the Southern Ocean is even more muted; it is the region of the global ocean with the slowest rate of change of heat content per unit volume.

In the case of AMOC resumption, these patterns are very similar but of opposite sign. Again, there is very little change south of the ACC. Overall the AMOC resumption is associated with a decrease in global ocean heat content, also at a rate of $2-3 \times 10^{21}$ J per century.

The change in global ocean heat content is due to the influence of the AMOC on the ocean—atmosphere heat flux (Galbraith et al., 2016). When the AMOC collapses, sea-ice expansion and a shutdown of convection means that heat loss from the high-latitude North Atlantic and Nordic seas to the atmosphere is greatly reduced (by 0.15 PW in the model), driving subsurface warming. The production and deep sinking of cold North Atlantic Deep Water is also reduced and the resulting warm anomaly is advected south in the Deep Western Boundary Current. In addition, the heat content of the South Atlantic increases due to thermocline deepening and reduced northward advection of heat in the AMOC upper limb.

The global ocean heat content increases, primarily in the top ca. 1500 m, as the Atlantic warm anomaly is propagated by advection and internal waves into the Indian and Pacific Ocean (see Section 3.4 for our more detailed treatment of the ocean signal propagation). When the AMOC strengthens, sea ice in the North Atlantic and Nordic Seas melts back, convection resumes and much more
heat is transferred from the subsurface ocean to the northern polar atmosphere, hence the interior ocean cools (Galbraith et al., 2016). Marine core observations from sites in the Nordic Seas (Dokken et al., 2013; Ezat et al., 2014; Rasmussen et al., 2016), northwestern Atlantic (Marcott et al., 2011) support that the subsurface and intermediate depths warm during Greenland stadials (most strongly during stadials containing Heinrich events) and cool during Greenland interstadials. Evidence of strong subsurface and intermediate-depth warming across the tropical Atlantic basin is also found during Heinrich stadial 1 (Weldeab et al. 2016).

These results challenge the common assumption that the Southern Ocean is a major heat reservoir during AMOC variations. Indeed, the region of the global ocean with the smallest change in heat content in these experiments is the Southern Ocean south of the ACC. During AMOC collapse the northern polar atmosphere and surface ocean cool and the global ocean interior warms; during AMOC resumption the northern polar surface ocean and atmosphere warms and the global ocean interior cools. Hence the ‘see-sawing’ of heat in these simulations is between the global ocean and the combined surface ocean and atmosphere at northern high latitudes.

3.4. Ocean signal propagation

To explore in more detail the pathways and timescales of temperature anomaly propagation in the global ocean during the AMOC perturbations, we consider the time evolution of temperature anomalies at the surface and on 500 m and 1500 m global ocean levels through time slices at $t_0/100$, $t_50/100$, $t_100/200$, $t_200/300$ and $t_300/500$. Fig. 7 shows the anomaly propagation in the AMOC collapse experiment and Fig. 8 shows the same for the AMOC resumption experiment. Signals can be transmitted in the ocean via advection, wave propagation and diffusion. The temperature anomalies at the surface, 500 m and 1500 m levels show evidence of all three processes at play.

Advection is identified on the 1500 m level where reduced North Atlantic deep-water formation during AMOC collapse results in a warm anomaly being slowly advected south in the Deep Western Boundary Current (DWBC) and then swept east in the ACC (Fig. 7, right panel). The flow speed in the modelled DWBC is on the
order of cm/s, consistent with the signal taking around a century to cross the Atlantic. Signal propagation along the margins of the Indian and Pacific Oceans on the 1500 m level is explained by Kelvin and Rossby wave-driven deepening of the isopycnal in response to the change in North Atlantic Deep Water formation (Kawase, 1987; Huang et al., 2000). Because of the absence of a meridional boundary at the latitude of the Drake Passage, the signal cannot cross the ACC though Kelvin or Rossby waves. Nor can it be advected across the ACC, since by definition the flow is along the ACC axis. Thus, the signal has to cross the ACC with the help of eddy induced stirring and mixing (see also Section 3.5), these processes gradually mix a small temperature signal across the ACC, which is visible in Figs. 7 and 8 after around a century.

Marine cores show a strong temperature response in the subsurface tropical Atlantic and South Atlantic during AMOC collapse (Weldeab et al., 2016; Barker et al., 2009; Barker and Diz, 2014). Our results show this temperature change as well, most strongly across the subtropical thermocline and reaching down to around 1000 m (Fig. 5). Reduced northward advection of heat at all latitudes in the Atlantic is seen in our simulation following AMOC collapse (Fig. 4b). We also see an abrupt 50—100 m deepening of the tropical Atlantic and South Atlantic thermocline within a century of the AMOC collapse (see Fig. 9c and d). The reduced northward advection of heat and thermocline deepening together explain the subsurface maximum of the temperature anomaly and the associated storage of heat in the South Atlantic interior.

The abrupt thermocline deepening resembles, in amplitude and in speed, the Kelvin and Rossby-wave driven process described in Kawase (1987) and seen in the ocean-only model simulation of Huang et al. (2000). Reduced deep water production in the North Atlantic is equivalent to a source of upper-layer water and a sink of lower-layer water, causing a downward motion in the thermocline. Kelvin waves propagate the isopycnal deepening down the Atlantic western boundary toward the tropical Atlantic. The waves turn eastward at the equator and then upon reaching the African coast, propagate north and south along the Atlantic eastern boundary. Rossby waves spread the Kelvin wave-driven thermocline depth adjustments into the ocean interior.

Changes in winds over the South Atlantic (Fig. 9a and b) are also expected to affect the structure of the South Atlantic thermocline (see the adiabatic thermocline theory Luyten et al. 1983). Following AMOC collapse, the Atlantic ITCZ migrates south, which affects the wind field over the entire South Atlantic gyre. The wind changes also favour thermocline deepening and surface warming. First,

![Fig. 8. Time evolution of temperature anomalies, as in Fig. 7, but for the AMOC resumption experiment.](image-url)
Weakening of the southeasterly trades at the equator reduces evaporative cooling (Xie and Carton, 2004) and excites Kelvin waves that push down the thermocline as they propagate eastward across the basin and then southward down the African coast (as in modern day Atlantic warm events, e.g. Lübbecke, 2013). Second, weakening of the southeasterlies off the west coast of Africa reduces the cold Benguela upwelling (e.g. Nelson and Hutchings, 1983). Third, a 10–20% increase in wind-stress curl over the subtropical gyre, enhances the Ekman pumping of warm surface waters downward. Quantitative attribution of the South Atlantic thermocline deepening into advectively-driven, wave-driven and wind-driven components would require further simulations (see Section 6).

Wave propagation from the South Atlantic around the southern Africa carries the signal along the continental margins of the Indian Ocean within a few decades of AMOC collapse (Fig. 7 middle panel). The warm anomalies located on or just north of the ACC within the first 100 years result from southward adjustment of the ACC position in response to wind-stress changes (Section 3.5) and eastward advection of the South Atlantic warm anomaly with the ACC flow.

The temperature anomalies in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean are smaller at the surface and on the 500 m level than anomalies in the Pacific and Indian sectors of the Southern Ocean. This non-zonality, which is also reflected in the sea ice anomalies, points again to the efficiency of wave propagation and advection in propagating the South Atlantic anomalies eastward.

3.5. Coupled changes in southern high-latitude atmosphere and ocean circulation

The AMOC collapse is followed by coupled changes in southern high-latitude atmospheric circulation, ocean circulation, sea ice concentration and surface temperature (Fig. 10 maps and Fig. 11 time series). Symmetric changes are seen in the case of AMOC resumption. The challenge is to establish the processes driving these coupled changes and their relationship to warming over the Antarctic continent itself.

We first consider the changes in atmospheric circulation. In the case of AMOC collapse, the poleward intensification of the westerlies, seen in the mean SH zonal wind (Fig. 10a) is a consequence of the large-scale adjustment of the Hadley circulation and associated southward shift of the ITCZ. The subtropical jet weakens on its northern margin and the eddy-driven jet (of which the surface expression is the mid-latitude westerlies) shifts southward. These adjustments are caused by reduced poleward transfer of angular momentum by the weakened SH Hadley cell. The angular momentum transfer argument explaining parallel shifts in the ITZC and westerlies is discussed in detail elsewhere (Lee and Kim, 2003; Lee et al. 2011; Ceppi et al. 2013; Staten and Reichler, 2014). The southward shift of the westerlies is expressed as a positive anomaly in the Southern Annuar Mode (SAM) index, which develops within 50–100 years of the onset of AMOC collapse (Fig. 10a, black line). Ice-core deuterium excess records from the WAIS Divide core indicate southward shifts of the WAIS moisture source region during Greenland stadial onsets (and vice-versa for interstadial onsets), consistent with the direction of the westerly shifts in the GCM (Markle et al. 2017).

The southward migration of the westerlies changes the surface wind stress ($\tau_x$) felt by the Southern Ocean (Fig. 10b, map): the surface wind stress south of the ACC including over Drake Passage (Fig. 11, time series) is enhanced by ca. 10% and the surface wind stress north of the ACC is reduced. The surface wind stress controls the volume-transport of the ACC and the position of the associated sub-tropical, sub-Antarctic and polar fronts (Rintoul and Naveira Garabato, 2013). The southward shift in wind stress in the model thus explains the southward adjustment of the modelled barotropic stream function (Fig. 10c, map) and drives the 10 Sv (ca. 10%) increase in ACC flow through Drake Passage (Fig. 11, time series). The position of the maximum in zonal velocity, which we use to define the position of the ACC core, shifts south by a grid cell in a
few locations (see Fig. 7), but for the most part remains at the same 
lattitudes, consistent with the topographic constraints on ACC 
flow (Rintoul and Naveira Garabato, 2013). Proxy evidence supporting an 
increased ACC flow speed through Drake Passage during Greenland 
stadials/AIM warmings is provided by grain size distribution in 
marine core sediments on the northern boundary of the Drake 
Passage (Lamy et al. 2015). A caveat to this result is that real-world 
ACC adjustments to wind-stress changes are sensitive to bathym-
etry, which is only coarsely resolved in the GCM, and to compen-
sation by eddies, which are parametrized in the GCM; both are 
topics of ongoing debate in the physical oceanography literature 
(e.g. Rintoul and Naveira Garabato, 2013; Munday et al. 2013; 
Jochum and Eden, 2015; Bishop et al., 2016).

4. Energy budget of Antarctica and the Southern Ocean 
climate system during AMOC perturbation

Significant temperature anomalies south of the ACC correlate 
with the timing and spatial pattern of Southern Ocean sea ice 
retreat (Figs. 10 and 11d & e). We use an energy budget to diagnose 
the ocean, atmospheric, and radiative processes responsible for the 
sea ice retreat and for the resulting warming over the Antarctic 
continent itself.

We consider the anomalous energy budget of the Southern 
Ocean climate system (defined here as 50°S to 70°S) and of the 
Antarctic continent (defined here as 70° to 90°S). The energy 
budgets are composed of four primary terms: the net radiative 
flux at the top of the atmosphere (TOA), the air-sea heat flux (SHF), the 
total meridional atmospheric heat transport (MAHT, which is 
determined as a residual) and the total meridional ocean heat 
transport (MOHT). The MOHT is itself the sum of Eulerian mean 
advective (MOHT_Eulerian) and eddy-induced advection and diffusion 
(MOHT_eddy). Note that the MOHT terms are integrated over the 
entire ocean column.

To identify causality, we must also examine how the energy 
budget evolves with time during the AMOC perturbations. We 
consider three time slices: \( t_0 = 100 \), \( t_{100} = 200 \) and \( t_{200} = 300 \). The com-
ponents of the energy budget are shown schematically in Fig. 12 for 
the \( t_{200} = 300 \) time slice of the AMOC collapse experiment and its 
associated Antarctic warming. The components of the energy 
budget for each time slice are listed in Table 1 and 2 for the collapse 
and resumption experiments respectively.

The energy budget demonstrates that warming of the Southern 
Ocean climate system, which becomes significant 100-200 years 
after the onset of AMOC collapse, is primarily forced by an increase in 
southward ocean heat transport by eddies; the eddy heat flux across

![Fig. 10. Coupled changes in annual mean Southern Hemisphere atmospheric circulation, ocean circulation, sea ice extent and surface temperature in the AMOC collapse experiment. The anomalies for the time slice 0–300 years after the onset of AMOC collapse are shaded and the mean values for the 300-years prior to the AMOC perturbation are shown as contours (with solid contours denoting clockwise flow and dashed contours denoting anti-clockwise flow; zero contours are omitted); a) zonal mean zonal wind (U, contour spacing 7.5 ms⁻¹); b) surface wind stress (τx, contour spacing 0.4 dyne cm⁻²); c) ocean barotropic stream function (BSF, contour spacing 30 Sv); d) sea ice fraction (the single contour marks the 15% ice fraction); e) surface temperature. All shaded anomalies are significant at the 95% confidence level.](image-url)
50 S increases by ca. 20% (corresponding to 37 TW, or 0.7 Wm\(^{-2}\) when averaged over the southern ocean area of the 50 S to 70 S zonal band). The southward MOHT\(_{eddy}\) flux itself has contributions from atmosphere and ocean forcing. The wind-forced southward shift of the barotropic stream function means that the Southern Ocean meridional temperature profile also shifts southward, bringing warmer waters into the sea ice zone. In addition, as the South Atlantic warm anomaly spreads eastward out of the South Atlantic and around the Indian and Pacific basins (on a timescale of around a century) the temperature gradient across the ACC increases (Fig. 7, map and Fig. 11d, time series). The increased temperature gradient, which is strongest in the thermocline and mostly confined to the upper 1500 m, means that eddy fluxes across the ACC transport more heat poleward as the AMOC perturbation progresses (Fig. 11c, time series).

Sea ice is sensitive to small changes in ocean temperature (Bitz and Polvani, 2012), and although the eddy heat transport across the ACC is small in terms of changes in Southern Ocean heat content, it is sufficient to initiate sea ice retreat and surface warming (Fig. 11d, time series). The surface warming is amplified by ice–albedo feedback; the top of the atmosphere energy input increases by 0.3 Wm\(^{-2}\) in the 50–70 S band, which is the sum of a 1.2 Wm\(^{-2}\) gain from incoming short-wave radiation (due to reduced albedo) and a 0.9 Wm loss from increased outgoing long-wave radiation (due to the surface and atmospheric warming).

As well as driving sea ice retreat, the increased eddy heat flux into the Southern Ocean contributes to an anomalous air-sea heat flux from the ocean to the atmosphere. The anomaly is relatively small (0.1 Wm\(^{-2}\)) averaged over the 50–70 S band, becoming larger further south (e.g. 0.4 Wm\(^{-2}\) when calculated over the 55–70 S band). This latitudinal difference occurs because of two opposing effects. First, more sensible and latent heat is released from the ocean in regions of sea ice loss. Second, more heat is taken up by the ocean around the polar front. The later increased uptake is because the southward intensification of the barotropic stream function causes a corresponding southward shift in the region of surface ocean heat and buoyancy gain.

As the surface and lower troposphere over the Southern Ocean warm, heat is mixed away meridionally; the poleward part of this anomalous atmospheric transport (MAHT\(_{70}\)) warms Antarctica. The poleward anomaly is negligible in the first 100 years, before increasing after 200–300 years to 0.6 Wm\(^{-2}\) when averaged over Antarctica. Latent and sensible heat release from close to the Antarctic coast also contribute to the Antarctic warming; small reductions in sea ice area within the 70–90 S band support an upward anomaly in the air-sea heat flux that reaches 0.4 Wm\(^{-2}\) after 200–300 years. Note that despite this anomaly, the Antarctic surface, in the mean, continues to take up heat from the atmosphere. The combined southward atmospheric heat transport and air-sea heat flux anomalies are sufficient to drive the ca. 0.1–0.2 °C per century Antarctic warming trend in the model, which is consistent with the rate of warming observed during AIM events (Fig. 1).

The energy budget for the AMOC resumption experiment (Table 2) shows that the same mechanisms apply (in the opposite direction) to drive Antarctic cooling: the eddy heat flux into the Southern Ocean climate system decreases; sea ice expands; ice–albedo feedback reduces energy input at the top of atmosphere and the associated reductions in air-sea heat flux cool the atmosphere. In turn, the atmospheric heat transport to Antarctica is reduced, cooling the continent.

In their transient simulation of Marine Isotope Stage 3 (MIS 3) using the LOVECLIM intermediate complexity model, Menviel et al. (2015) also found that increased heat fluxes across the ACC in response to AMOC collapse drove Southern Ocean SST anomalies. In their model, Southern Ocean and Antarctic surface temperatures warmed by up to 1 °C for the largest AIM events, falling short in rate of warming and in amplitude of the 2–3 °C anomalies seen in ice-core records. Additional experiments with an eddy-resolving ocean—sea-ice model (GFDL-MOM025) by these authors found greater spatial variability in temperature anomalies south of the ACC but not greater amplitude, possibly due to the absence of coupled air–sea feedbacks. In addition to AMOC perturbations, Menviel et al. (2015) also applied salinity anomalies to the Southern Ocean to drive changes in the lower cell of the meridional overturning (i.e. through changes in air–sea fluxes related to Antarctic Bottom Water formation). In contrast, the Antarctic warming in our experiment occurs without any changes in the lower cell, which remains stable through our experiments.

5. Discussion and conclusions

A stated objective of Stocker and Johnsen (2003) was to motivate future studies with more advanced models and high-
The AMOC collapse experiment. The direction of anomalous heat transport is indicated by the arrows, all units are in W m⁻² in latitude bands, see Table 1 for values in TW and for other time slices. The sea heat flux (SHF), total meridional ocean heat transport (MOHT); total meridional atmospheric heat transport (MAHT). The poleward MAHT across 70° S is 0.2 W m⁻² out of the 50°–70° S band and 0.6 W m⁻² into the 70°–90° S, due to different surface areas of these bands.

Table 1
Zonal mean energy budget anomalies for the Southern Ocean climate system and Antarctic continent during the AMOC collapse experiment. The anomalies are expressed in W m⁻² averaged over the respective latitude bands (with anomalies in TW given in parentheses). The sign convention is defined so that positive anomalies contribute to warming of the atmospheric column in their respective latitude band. The mean annual energy budget terms are given for the t₀–100, t₂₀₀–₃₀₀ and t₄₀₀–₅₀₀ time slices (intervals in years after the start of the AMOC perturbation). Abbreviations: TOA, top of atmosphere; SHF, heat flux across the ocean–sea-ice–atmosphere interface; MAHT, total meridional atmospheric heat transport; MOHT, total meridional ocean heat transport.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Southern Ocean climate system (50°–70° S)</th>
<th>0–100 yrs</th>
<th>100–200 yrs</th>
<th>200–300 yrs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flux</td>
<td>0.14 (7.2)</td>
<td>0.26 (14.5)</td>
<td>0.30 (16.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOA</td>
<td>0.02 (1.0)</td>
<td>−0.1 (−5.3)</td>
<td>0.07 (4.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHT₅₀ S</td>
<td>0.03 (1.7)</td>
<td>−0.07 (−4.3)</td>
<td>−0.24 (−13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHT₇₀ S</td>
<td>−0.02 (−1.2)</td>
<td>−0.10 (−5.6)</td>
<td>−0.17 (−9.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOHT_total</td>
<td>0.03 (1.9)</td>
<td>0.36 (19.6)</td>
<td>0.73 (40.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOHT_ eddy</td>
<td>0.14 (7.4)</td>
<td>0.66 (36.6)</td>
<td>0.88 (48.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antarctic continent (70°–90° S)</th>
<th>0–13 yrs</th>
<th>13–26 yrs</th>
<th>26–39 yrs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOA</td>
<td>−0.16 (−2.3)</td>
<td>−0.58 (−8.4)</td>
<td>−0.99 (−14.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHF</td>
<td>0.08 (1.2)</td>
<td>0.19 (2.8)</td>
<td>0.36 (5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHT₇₀ S</td>
<td>0.08 (1.2)</td>
<td>0.38 (5.6)</td>
<td>0.63 (9.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The different W m⁻² values for MAHT₇₀ S for the 50°–70° S and 70°–90° S bands reflect their different surface areas.

Table 2
As for Table 1, but for the AMOC resumption experiment. Sign convention: positive anomalies contribute to warming of the atmospheric column in their respective latitude bands.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Southern Ocean climate system (50°–70° S)</th>
<th>0–100 yrs</th>
<th>100–200 yrs</th>
<th>200–300 yrs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flux</td>
<td>−0.15 (−8.3)</td>
<td>−0.09 (−4.8)</td>
<td>−0.14 (−7.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOA</td>
<td>−0.02 (−1.1)</td>
<td>−0.16 (−8.7)</td>
<td>−0.38 (−21.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHT₅₀ S</td>
<td>0.08 (4.6)</td>
<td>0.13 (7.4)</td>
<td>0.40 (21.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHT₇₀ S</td>
<td>0.00 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.07 (3.7)</td>
<td>0.06 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOHT_total</td>
<td>−0.031 (−1.7)</td>
<td>−0.28 (−15.3)</td>
<td>−0.33 (−18.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOHT_ eddy</td>
<td>−0.17 (−9.1)</td>
<td>−0.53 (−29.4)</td>
<td>−0.74 (−40.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antarctic continent (70°–90° S)</th>
<th>0–13 yrs</th>
<th>13–26 yrs</th>
<th>26–39 yrs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOA</td>
<td>−0.03 (−0.4)</td>
<td>0.27 (3.9)</td>
<td>0.35 (5.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHF</td>
<td>−0.03 (−0.4)</td>
<td>−0.05 (−0.7)</td>
<td>−0.17 (−2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAHT₇₀ S</td>
<td>0.00 (0.0)</td>
<td>−0.25 (−3.7)</td>
<td>−0.22 (−3.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
resolution climate data to resolve the details of the physical and dynamical processes involved in interhemispheric coupling. In the context of using past climate variability to improve our understanding of the climate system, it is the detailed process understanding that is needed. Our intention with this review has been to take up the challenge of moving from a conceptual toward a process-based understanding of interhemispheric coupling and the forcing of AIM events. We have examined limitations of the thermal seesaw relating to meridional heat transport in the coupled climate system, signal propagation in the Atlantic, the heat reservoir location and means of operation and anomaly propagation to the Antarctic continent. We now discuss and summarise our findings in each of these areas.

Cross-equatorial heat transport in the Atlantic responds sensitively to AMOC perturbation in the GCM, as is assumed by the thermal seesaw. However, the changes in Atlantic heat transport are largely compensated by opposing changes in cross-equatorial heat transport in both the global atmosphere and the Pacific Ocean. These opposing changes in ocean and atmospheric heat transport are fundamental to explaining the spatial pattern of the climate anomalies (see also Cheng et al., 2007): in the case of AMOC collapse, abrupt cooling in the northern high latitudes means that the thermal equator, and with it the Hadley circulation and ITZC, are displaced south as evidenced by tropical precipitation proxies (e.g. Peterson et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2001; Tierney et al., 2008; Mosblech et al., 2012; Cheng et al., 2013).

Energy transport in the upper limb of the Hadley circulation slightly exceeds that in the lower limb (due to the moist static energy profile in the tropics). The southward shift of the ITZC, i.e. toward the warmer hemisphere, thus means that the cross-equatorial Hadley cell gathers more energy in its lower southward limb for transport across the equator in its upper limb into the northern hemisphere (Kang et al., 2008). Atmospheric energy transfer from the Hadley circulation to the higher latitudes occurs via atmospheric jets and eddies. Hence the change in meridional atmospheric heat transport also manifests in the adjustment of the subtropical jet and the mid-latitude westerlies (Lee et al., 2011; Ceppi et al., 2013). The role of these compensating meridional heat transports in the stability of the AMOC warrants further study. Poleward migration of the westerlies at the onset of Greenland stadials (and equatorward at the onset of interstadials) is supported by ice-core deuterium excess data from the WAIS Divide core (Markle et al., 2017). Further observational support for adjustment of the westerlies during the stadial/interstadial transitions (at least for the last deglaciation) is provided by Chilean-margin marine cores (Lamy et al., 2007), Patagonian lake records (Moreno et al., 2012) and New Zealand mountain glacier reconstructions (Putnam et al., 2010). Previous studies have suggested that southward-shifted and/or strengthened westerlies could increase the wind-driven upwelling of relatively warm (compared to the surface) deep water, contributing to AIM warming through release of heat and CO$_2$ from the Southern Ocean (Anderson et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2011). Although we cannot exclude this mechanism, we do not detect any increased upwelling in our simulation in response to the changed westerlies.

Turning now to signal propagation in the Atlantic Ocean. The original Atlantic seesaw concept of Crowley (1992) attributed opposing changes in North and South Atlantic temperature to a change in the cross-equatorial advection of heat in the Atlantic. In the GCM, the AMOC collapse is accompanied by reduced northward advection of heat in the AMOC upper limb and a decadalscale deepening of the South Atlantic thermocline. The thermocline deepening is consistent with the abrupt sub-surface warming seen in tropical and South Atlantic marine sediment core records during periods of reduced AMOC (Weldeab et al., 2016; Barker et al., 2009).

The reduced northward advection provides a source of heat to warm the South Atlantic while the thermocline deepening allows the heat to be stored at depth rather than released to the atmosphere through the Ekman layer (see e.g. Liu et al., 1994). The timescale and amplitude of the thermocline deepening is consistent with a basin-wide Kelvin and Rossby wave-propagated isopycnal deepening in response to reduced North Atlantic deep water formation (Kawase, 1987; Huang et al., 2000; Schmittner et al., 2003). The simulated wind-stress changes over the South Atlantic gyre also act in the direction of deepening the thermocline: following AMOC collapse, the well-documented southward shift of the ITZC is associated with a weakening of the southeasterly trades at the equator and a weakening of the wind-stress over the Benguela upwelling region (in line with marine and terrestrial climate records Kim et al., 2003; Chase et al., 2015). These are the same wind changes that drive modern-day Atlantic warm events (Lübbeke, 2013) and in the simulation they are accompanied by increased wind-stress curl over the South Atlantic gyre, promoting Ekman pumping of warm surface waters downward.

We note that previous ocean-only model experiments show South Atlantic warming (in response to AMOC collapse) of similar amplitude to that in our coupled run (e.g. Schmittner et al., 2003), which may be considered an argument against the role of winds in the thermocline deepening. However, ocean-only models lack atmospheric feedbacks (including air-sea fluxes and changed Ekman transport), which could otherwise dampen or strengthen such temperature anomalies. In our coupled simulation, advection, wave propagation and wind forcing all appear to act in a way that is mutually reinforcing for warming and thickening the South Atlantic thermocline. The interplay between these processes (or lack of) may explain why some coupled models exhibit only a weak South Atlantic warming during AMOC collapse (e.g. Kageyama et al., 2013).

A key result of our review concerns the location and operation of the postulated heat reservoir. In Stocker and Johnsen (2003), heat diffuses out of the South Atlantic into a heat reservoir, commonly assumed to be the Southern Ocean. We tested this assumption by quantifying the change in heat content of the major ocean basins across the AMOC perturbations. We find that the global ocean heat content increases in the case of AMOC collapse and that the Southern Ocean comprises only a minor share of this increase. The increased global ocean heat content during AMOC collapse results from two main factors: first, the expansion of sea ice and shutdown of convection in the high-latitude North Atlantic and Nordic Seas reduces ocean heat loss to the atmosphere (Galbraith et al., 2016), driving a subsurface warm anomaly that propagates south in the Deep Western Boundary Current; second, reduced northward advection and thermocline deepening permit increased heat storage in the South Atlantic. The combined Indian and Pacific—not the Southern Ocean—dominate the increase in global ocean heat content, because temperature anomalies propagate eastward out of the South Atlantic and along continental boundaries into the Indian and Pacific (by Kelvin and Rossby waves) and eastward with the ACC flow (by advection) much more efficiently than they can propagate south across the ACC (which relies on eddy fluxes) (Cox, 1989; Schmittner et al., 2003).

Hence, we support the Stocker and Johnsen (2003) hypothesis that a thermal reservoir integrates North Atlantic temperature change during AMOC perturbations, but suggest that the reservoir location is the global ocean interior rather than the Southern Ocean. Another argument against a Southern Ocean heat reservoir is that the centennial-scale thermal inertia of the Southern Ocean (Knutti et al., 2004) does not fit with the 1000 to 1500 year thermal seesaw time constant proposed by Stocker and Johnsen (2003); the millennial timescale of global ocean thermal inertia affords a better
Our final key result concerns signal transmission from the Southern Ocean to the Antarctic continent. In Stocker and Johnsen (2003) Antarctic temperature is assumed to vary in phase with the heat content of the proposed Southern Ocean heat reservoir. In the GCM we traced the thermal, dynamic and radiative processes driving Antarctic temperature change. Thermally, warming on the northern margin of the ACC, which extends from the Atlantic to the Pacific on a timescale of around a century, enhances the poleward temperature gradient in the top 1500 m (Figs. 5 and 7), causing an increase in the poleward eddy heat flux across the ACC. Dynamically, southward migration of the mid-latitude westerlies (resulting from the change in Hadley circulation), causes poleward intensification of the ACC and southward adjustment of the Southern Ocean temperature profile. Although the resulting temperature anomalies to the south of the ACC in our simulation are small (ca. 0.1 °C), the sensitivity of sea ice production and melt to small ocean temperature anomalies drives sea ice retreat (Bitz and Polvani, 2012), which is then amplified by the ice–albedo feedback. The energy input from increased poleward eddy heat flux and from the ice–albedo feedback warm the lower troposphere in the Southern Ocean sea ice zone. Antarctic warming then results from the atmospheric mixing heat and moisture transport toward Antarctica (Fig. 12). The increase in poleward heat and moisture transport would both contribute to the more positive water stable isotope ratios seen during AIM events. When the AMOC resumes, the same processes operate in the opposite sense to drive Antarctic cooling.

Putting these results together, we summarise the chain of events driving the warming stage of an AIM event as follows. The weaker AMOC that is associated with the onset of Greenland stadials leads to a reduction in northward advection of heat at all latitudes in the Atlantic and a southward shift of the ITCZ. The ITCZ shift weakens the equatorial southeasterlies, deepening the equatorial and then, through planetary wave connections, the subtropical thermocline. The reduced northward advection and thermocline deepening allow heat to accumulate in the South Atlantic interior and spread eastward into the Indian and Pacific, which increases the circum-polar temperature gradient across the ACC on a timescale of around a century. Warmer water is then mixed by eddies across the ACC, in turn increasing the poleward ocean heat flux and driving sea ice retreat. This initial warming is amplified through ice–albedo feedback. The atmosphere overlying the Southern Ocean in turn warms, providing more heat for the atmospheric heat flux to Antarctica.

In our simulations the interior ocean and Antarctic warming trends both continue for as long as the AMOC remains shut down. The eddy heat flux across the ACC connects the Southern Ocean sea ice zone to the global ocean heat reservoir, thus providing the sustained energy source to drive centennial-to-millennial-scale Antarctic warming. In this context, we suggest that Antarctic temperature is a proxy for global ocean heat content during the DO and AIM variations. Evidence from noble gas mixing ratios in Antarctic ice cores, a proxy for mean ocean temperature (Headly and Severinghaus, 2007), lends support to our suggestion: Antarctic temperature and noble-gas based mean ocean temperature (and thus heat content) vary in parallel during the abrupt climate events of the last glacial termination (Bereiter et al., 2018). Quantitatively, the rate of change of global ocean heat content during Heinrich Stadial 1 reported in Bereiter et al. (2018) closely matches that in our simulation (both are in the range 2–3 × 10^11 J/yr). Notably, these authors report an even higher rate of increase, potentially exceeding the modern anthropogenic signal, as Antarctic warming at the start of the Younger Dryas.

The onset of Antarctic temperature change in our simulations lags the abrupt change in Greenland by around a century. By comparison, ice-core data suggests Antarctic warming lags Greenland transitions by 208±96 years. In the GCM the lag is dominated by the time taken for the warm anomaly to spread from the Atlantic around the northern margin of the ACC; once the southward eddy heat transport increases, sea ice retreat and atmospheric heat transport toward Antarctica follow without any obvious delay. The GCM results lend support to the WAIS Divide Project Members (2015) and Schmittner et al. (2003) suggestions that the presence of the ACC is what slows the propagation of the DO signal to Antarctica; our contribution with the GCM has been to document the processes by which the ACC is crossed and how the signal then reaches Antarctica. Additional experiments are needed to test whether the lag would change in an eddy-permitting ocean model and/or whether it is sensitive to different eddy parameterisation schemes (e.g. Eden et al. 2008). We also expect that the lag may be sensitive to the speed of the AMOC collapse and resumption, which are yet poorly constrained by observations. Note that the ca. 200-year lag of the onset of AIM warming behind the Greenland stadial transitions is only apparent when averaging over multiple AIM events at a given site (WAIS Divide Project Members, 2015) or over multiple sites for a given AIM event (Raisbeck et al. 2017). This is unsurprising if we are correct about the relatively small forcing (ca. 0.6 Wm-2) driving the Antarctic warming signal, which is of the same scale as internal variability in poleward heat transport (Previdi et al., 2013); i.e. apparent differences in the timing of AIM onsets between events and between sites could easily reflect internal variability in poleward heat transport imprinted on top of the longer-term energy imbalance driving the AIM events.

6. Future work

We conclude by listing some caveats of our study and suggestions for future work.

1. Targeted sensitivity experiments are needed to quantify and separate the relative contributions of a) changed advection, b) Kelvin and Rossby wave propagation from the North Atlantic and c) changed winds, to thermocline depth adjustment and heat storage in the South Atlantic gyre. In particular, we suggest comparing AMOC perturbation experiments in coupled and ocean-only configuration with experiments in which the changes in equatorial wind stress are applied without AMOC perturbation.

2. Our energy budget analysis indicates that warming in the Southern Ocean sea ice zone during the AMOC collapse is driven primarily by increased eddy-heat flux across the ACC in response to warming on the ACC northern margin. Constraining the influence of wind-stress changes on the ACC position and intensity, and in turn the wind-stress contribution to warming in the Southern Ocean sea ice zone, requires targeted experiments with eddy-resolving models. Such research overlaps with (and can potentially provide insight into) current efforts to understand the role of wind changes on modern Southern Ocean circulation, heat uptake and sea ice conditions. The potential for sea ice anomalies to feed back on the position of the westerlies during DO and AIM events also requires further investigation (see e.g. Gupta and England, 2007, for evidence of such feedbacks operating in the modern climate system). It seems unlikely that sea ice retreat itself forces the poleward intensification of the eddy-driven jet in the GCM, since sea ice retreat should act in the direction of displacing the jet equatorward rather than poleward (Sime et al. 2016).
(3) As also mentioned by Stocker and Johnsen (2003), more research is needed on atmosphere–ocean interaction in areas of convection and sea ice formation in the Southern Ocean. Increased heat exchange across the ACC could trigger Southern Ocean deep convection, which would amplify both the mid- and high-latitude warming by enhancing heat release from Southern Ocean intermediate depths (e.g. Martin et al. 2015; Pedro et al. 2016a; Cabré et al. 2017). We do not exclude that deep convection around Antarctica (and Antarctic bottom water production) did change in response to real-world DO/AIM events, with contributions to the observed AIM signatures (e.g. Menviel et al. 2015).

(4) More work is also needed on the controls on water stable isotopes in coastal and inland Antarctica. The transport of sensible heat and moisture to Antarctica increase in our simulations as sea ice retreats. Our zonal mean treatment of the energy budget does not resolve internal differences in these transports between sectors. Non-zonalities in the energy fluxes are also expected and may explain regional differences in ice-core signals, such as the different structure of AMOC variations result from different processes is needed to fully test this assumption.

(5) An important caveat of our study is the assumption that our
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